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CINAHL provides indexing for over 3,000 journals from the fields of nursing and allied health. CINAHL covers nursing,
biomedicine, alternative/complementary medicine, consumer health and 17 allied health disciplines.

Searching the database
1. Developing a Search Strategy
Before you begin searching you will need to develop a search strategy. This involves analysing the search topic and
identifying the main concepts. Each concept may then have a number of different search terms which may describe that
concept.

Example Search Topic: Does Decadron reduce the incidence/severity of postoperative nausea and
vomiting?
Looking at the example search topic, the main concepts are: “Decadron”, “Postoperative Nausea and Vomiting”
You can sometimes have several search terms for a concept, i.e.: synonyms or alternative descriptions.

Example of Concepts & Search Terms:

Concept 1

Concept 2

Concept 3

Nausea and vomiting

Decadron

Postoperative

Search Term

Nausea

Decadron

Postoperative care

Search Term

Vomiting

Postoperative Complications

2. Go to your University Library’s website. Find and click on the link for CINAHL.

3. Type your first term into the search box.
In this example we will type “nausea”
Note that the “Suggest Subject Term” box is selected with a tick. This box needs to be ticked every time for a subject
search.
This will take you to the CINAHL subject headings once you’ve clicked on the Search button.
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A list of possible subject headings will then appear onscreen.

4. Tick the box to the left of the preferred subject.
A middle column appears that lists the subheadings for that subject. The default is to include all subheadings.
(Note that the selected term will also appear in the third column under the “Green Search Database” button)

(Tick the Explode box to ensure you retrieve any narrower subjects.
If the box cannot be ticked, then that subject heading doesn’t have any narrower subjects.)

Important Note: The two selected “nausea” subjects will be combined with the OR operator.
We use “OR” to combine synonyms or alternative terms for the same concept.

5. Click on the Search Database button
You will be returned to the main search screen where you can type your next term.
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6. Type in the next term into the search box
In this example we will type the term postoperative, then click on the Search button.
Remember to tick the box for “Suggest Subject Term”.

A list of possible subject headings appears.

7. Tick the boxes to select the relevant terms that relate to the concept of postoperative
Note that the explode boxes have been ticked to collect narrower subjects.

8. Then click the Search Database button
After clicking the Search Database button, you will be returned to the main Search screen.

Important Note: The three selected postoperative subjects will be combined with the OR
operator.
We use “OR” to combine synonyms or alternative terms for the same concept.
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9. Type the next term ‘decadron’ into the search box and click on the Search button

The subject headings page appears. Note that Decadron is a non-preferred term and CINAHL uses the preferred subject
heading of “Dexamethasone”.

10. Tick the box next to it and then click on the Search Database button.

After clicking the Search Database button, you will be returned to the main Search screen. Now that you have entered all
the search terms you will need to combine the terms.

11. Combining terms using the Search History.

If the Search History isn’t already open, click on the Search History link.
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12. Select the sets you wish to combine using the boxes on the left-hand side of the search
history
You then have the option of combining the sets with either the OR, or the AND, Boolean operators.
Note: The OR operator is used to combine alternative terms for the same concept.
We did this previously with the “nausea and vomiting” concept where we combined two terms with the OR

We also did this with the “postoperative” concept where we combined three terms with the OR.

Now we are ready to put the three concepts together.
Note: The AND operator is used to combine concepts.
Tick the boxes of the sets you wish to combine: S1, S2 and S3
Then click on the “Search with AND” button

13. The results for your combined search appear as S4 (Set 4) in the search history display

If you wish, you can then choose to limit the results if there are too many.
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14. Quick Limits
There are some quick limits available in the left hand column next to the results. Here you can do a quick limit such as
setting the year range.

To access the complete selection of Limits, you need to click on the Show More link

15. More Limits
The Limits Page appears as an overlay on top of your search screen.
Select the required limits. In this example we have selected English and the publication year range 2010 onwards.
After selecting the limits click on the Search button and you will be taken back to the search screen.
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16. View Results
After limiting your search you will see it appear as S5 in the search history with details of the applied limits in the ‘Search
Options’ column. To view the results you can click on the ‘View Results’ link next to S5 or you can scroll down the page
as the default option is to show the results of the last set onscreen.

You can view the abstract of a reference by hovering the mouse over the magnifying icon
The abstract appears as a pop-up window.

Click on the

link to select the citations you wish to keep.
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17. Managing your results
Once you have finished selecting your references, click on the “Folder View”, which appears to the right of the results.

In the Folder View you can tick the “Select /deselect all” box to select all the citations in your folder. Or tick individual
citations if you only want to work with some.

You can then click on an output icon i.e.: print/e-mail/save/export.
Once you have finished working with your citations you can click on the “Back” link to return to your search.

Or you may wish to store your citations for later use and/or save your search history. To do this you will need to have an
EbscoHost account.
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18. Saving your results and/or search history for later use
Click on the link:
The following screen will appear. Select the “Create a new Account” if creating the account for the first time, and complete
your details.
If you already have an account, type your username and password and click login

Once you have created an account you can use the options within the “Search History/Alerts” area to save your search
history or retrieve a previously saved search history.

19. Keyword (Textword) Searching
If your subject heading search does not map to a suitable term, try searching with keywords (also known as textwords).
Textword searching lets you search for the exact word or phrase in a chosen field such as title or abstract. It is useful for
finding information about a concept that:




has no appropriate subject heading
might be very new to the literature
has a very specific name, such as the GUSTO Trials
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You can search specific fields such as Title and Abstract in the drop down menus next to the search boxes

Use these buttons to add a line to the search strategy, so you can search another word/term if needed.

 Truncation & Wildcards
Textwords can be truncated to pick up various forms of a word. Truncation is useful if the textword or phrase can be
expressed in a variety of ways. Use the wildcard and truncation symbols to create searches where there are unknown
characters, multiple spellings or various endings. Neither the wildcard nor the truncation symbol can be used as the first
character in a search term.
 Truncation is represented by an asterisk (*). To use truncation, enter the root of a search term and replace the
ending with an *.
For example, type comput* to find the words computer or computing or computed etc.
 The Wildcard is represented by a question mark ? or a pound sign #.
To use the ? wildcard, enter your search terms and replace each unknown character with a ?. The software finds all
citations of that word with the ? replaced by a letter.
For example, type ne?t to find all citations containing neat, nest or next.
To use the # wildcard, enter your search terms, adding the # in places where an alternate spelling may contain an extra
character. The software finds all citations of the word that appear with or without the extra character.
For example, type colo#r to find all citations containing color or colour.

20. Accessing the full text of your citations.
For those citations that do not have a full text link available, you will have to check the online journals list on
your University Library’s website. You could also check the online journals on The Ian Potter Library’s
webpage: https://www.alfredlibrary.org/
For articles that are not held by your University Library, check with them to see what document delivery
services are available to you.
For further information, please contact either your University Library, or The Ian Potter Library on 90763042 or
library@alfred.org.au
Last updated Apr 2018
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